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ABSTRACT 

This document examines the use of the Lieder of Joseph Marx for voice 

teachers and performers. The main tlmist of the research, pedagogical 

use, leads to a study of Post-Wagnerian requirements for the voice and the 

use of Marx Lieder in developing vocal teclmique for tlie operatic 

literature of die late nineteentli and twentieth centur>'. Influence of 

contemporary movements upon Marx such as the Jugendstil and the Lieder 

tradition are studied to help reveal artistic merit and pedagogical use. 

Marx's harmonic language is analyzed in relationsliip to artistic merit. 

The eight songs studied are; "Bitte," "Der bescheidene Schafer," 

"Waldseligkeit," "Valse de Chopin," "Errinerung," "Und gestem hat er mir 

Rosen gebracht," "Hat dich die Liebe beriilirt," and "Der Ton." A 

connection is drawn between pedagogical use, artistic merit and the 

perfonnance of this literature in the song recital. An appendix is presented 

which suggests the possible programming ideas for relatively unknown 

Marx lieder. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Austrian composer Joseph Marx was bom in Graz in 1882 and died there in 

1964. Marx's present reputation is derived largely from his 158 Lieder, al

though he has also composed works for orchestra, chorus, and piano.' I will 

attempt to demonstrate that the Marx Lieder can be used to develop in 

younger singers the tecliniques and stylistic awareness for the successful 

perfomiance of the late-nineteentli-century operatic roles. 1 will also, 

tlirough both analysis and performance, shed new light on the artistic value 

of the Lieder of Joseph Marx. 

'Carner, Mosco, New Groves vol. 11 ed. Stanley Sadie (London; Macmillan Publish
ing, 1980)741. 
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BIOGRAPHY 

Marx developed an early interest in music. Joseph had been educated in 

piano and composition from childhood, in fact his mother was his first piano 

teacher. His enthusiasm for composition can be seen in the fact that his earliest 

songs date from his teens. This strong commitment to music caused conflict 

with his family. His father, a physician as well as an excellent pianist and 

competent violinist, was opposed to music as a career for his son. Marx was so 

committed to becoming a musician that he refused his father's wish that he 

study law and moved out of his family's house. Joseph Marx earned doctoral 

degrees firom the University of Graz in art history and philosophy in 1909.- He 

continued to compose songs during his university years. 

-Meyers, Joseph, "The Songs of Joseph Marx" (DMA Thesis, University of Missouri 
at Kansas City, 1972) 3. 
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CAREER: COMPOSER, ACADEMIC, AND CRITIC 

In 1910 a recital of Marx songs, along with songs of Debussy, was 

given in Graz by the then well-known soprano Anna Hansa witli Marx as 

the pianist. An enthusiastic reception by both the public and the press led 

to the publication by the Schuberthaus publishers of the Marx songs which 

were on die recital. Soon, well known singers such as Elizabeth Schumann 

were perfomiing Marx Lieder tlirougliout Europe. 

Because of his rapidly rising reputation, Marx was offered a position 

teaching music theory at tlie Vienna Akadamie of Musik (Vienna's most 

prestigious music school at the time). Later he was the director of the 

Akadamie and eventually served as rector of the newly organized 

Hochschule fiir Musik. He returned to the Akadamie in 1931 and re

mained there for the rest of his teaching career. As a rising star in the 

Viennese artistic circle, Marx helped shape Austrian musical taste tlirough 

his work as a critic. Always a generous colleague, Marx used his position 

of influence as a critic and academic to help otlien composers obtain fund

ing for compositional projects. He remained a critic for the Neue Wiener 

Zeitung luitil 1938 when Austria was annexed to Hitler's Third Reich. 

After the war he again served as a critic, tliis time for the Wiener Zeitung. 

Anna Hansa, the singer who first brought the songs of Marx to public 
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awareness, was his hfelong friend althougli he never took the final step of 

marriage to her. To the surprise of his many friends he kept an untidy 

bachelor apartment near the Akadamie. Marx tauglit for 38 years, attract

ing international as well as Austrian students. The deptli of liis intelligence 

is reflected in tlie fact tliat he wrote about both art liistory and music. As 

late as 1963 he wrote a sizable volume for UNESCO titled Weltsprache 

Musik, which was about aesthetics and art's importance in society. In tliis 

volume he said that, "music knew no borders and could unite the world. 

Wlien Marx died in 1964 he had outlived all of his contemporaries. His 

earliest compositions were from 1901 and most of his song composition 

was finished by 1912. In his earlier years his music reflected bold innova

tion, but by his mid-thirties atonalit>' was the new courst of music. Marx 

reviewed kindly only his contemporaries who composed in the traditional 

manner such as Hans Pfitzner, Ottorino Respiglii, Gustav Maliler, and 

Richard Strauss."* Although the compositional style of Marx, like other late 

romantics, stretched to the boimdaries of tonality, diatonic melody and 

tonal centers are always present in liis music. 

'Meyers, 17. 

"'Mane, Joseph, Songs of Joseph Mair, foreward by Gary Arvin (Hal Leonard 
Publishing, 1992) Forward 1. 
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INFLUENCE OF THE JUGENDSl IL 

During the 1890's the Viennese avant-garde, known as the "secession 

artists" or "Jugendstil" led by the artist Gustav Klimt, began to register 

complaints against the older artists. The movement took its name from a 

news publication called Jugend. These artists believed that it was their 

responsibility to educate the great mass of artistically responsive men, to 

promote artistic equality between fine artists and artisans, to bring together 

an ideal synthesis of all the arts or Gesamtkimstwerk, and to promote the 

idea that art is a reflection of and response to life so that art and life are 

inextricably linked. The motto of the secession was ''to the time its art; to 

art its freedom. 

As an art history student Marx would have been aware of the current 

artistic movements of the Austria of liis day. Artists draw from their envi-

romnent for inspiration and even thougli the influence of the Jugendstil 

upon Marx might have been somewhat subjective, nonetheless compari

sons can be drawn. Themes that Marx championed in his philosophical 

writing were congenial to the Jugend idea that art could help to lift the 

world out of its degenerate state. 

A revival of interest in the 1960's of the artistic movement called the 

'VVhitford, Frank, A'//w/(London; Thames and Hudson, 1990) 73 
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Jugendstil paralleled the revival of interest in the Lieder of Marx and his 

contemporaiies, altliough these two events were not the results of one 

another. The Jugendstil, or "young style," which was bom in Austria, 

lasted from 1897 to 1914. Musicologists disagree about the existence of a 

Jugendstil in music; for instance the scholar Robert Scholium says tliat 

Marx is regarded as "the most characteristic Austrian of musical 

Jugendstil" while otliers, such as the musicologist Carl Dalilhaus, deny tliat 

a musical Jugendstil exists.^ During the years Marx was writing tlie major

ity of his songs (between 1908 and 1912), the Hapsburg empire was in its 

last days and the old order was quickly dying out. In these last years be

fore World War I, Vienna was the center of the musical world, attracting 

the best of international musicians. At this time a number of artistic move

ments developed under the general heading of high Romanticism. Edward 

F. Kravitt, in his book The Lied; Mirror of Late Romanticism, says that 

"Symbolism, Impressionism, Orientalism, Decadence, Art Nouveau 

(known in Austria as Jugendstil ) and Expressionism all left their imprint 

on the Lied.""^ Despite critics' complaints tliat fin-de-siecle composers had 

destroyed tonalit>', tlie fact is that some such as Marx careflilly avoided the 

break. Tliey did not sliatter reality or abandon tonality as did the expres-

"Kravitz, Edward F. The Lied: Mirror of Late Romanticism (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1996) 168. 

^Kravitz, 142. 
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sionistic artists Schoenberg, Kokoschka, and Strindberg. 

Musical traits of the Jugendstil are tonal ambiguity, the use of wide me

lodic intervals, and a frenzied sense of movement. Constant movement in 

Jugendstil paintings is symbolic of the life force, as is tlie frenetic movement 

in tlie music. The female form is exalted in an erotic, yet procreative man

ner, swirling in rounded lines with floral symbols which are profusely oma-

mental, while die equivalent in music is cliromaticism and long lyric lines." 

Poems are sensuous and resulting musical settings are hannonically nch, 

giving a decorative effect much like the real gold Klimt applied to his paint

ings of tliis period. The famous painting Der KuB by Gustav Klimt dates 

from 1908, tiie year Marx had his first success in song composition. 

The Jugendstil was clearly an influence upon the entire Lieder 

composition of Marx. Kenneth Meyers, in a dissertation about Marx, says 

that the songs are divided into three periods. It is most common to view a 

composer's work in tliree periods, but in the case of Marx it is possible to 

see it a different way. The first, 1901 tlirougli 1906, could certainly be 

viewed as an apprentice period, especially as he was still a university 

student. The songs of Marc written between the years of 1908 and 1916 

(according to the dissertation by Kenneth Meyers the second period) account 

for about 130 songs, by tlie far greatest amount of his total 158. Meyers 

^Kravitz, 167 
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classifies a separate third period even thougli the only thing the third 

period contains is Marx's orchestral song cycle "Vekl^es Jalir" for 

baritone.^ The fact is tliat the songs are all similar to each other in style but 

the earlier songs are simply student pieces. Marx found his voice as a 

composer under the influence of the Jugendstil and high Romanticism, which 

he never abandoned. 

'Meyers, iii. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF CONTEMPORARY LIEDER TRADITION 

UPON MARX 

The Lied required quality poetic texts and the composers who followed 

Hugo Wolf were especially conscious of seeking out higli quality poems 

for their songs. Marx was no exception to this rule. He was conscious of 

carrying on the Lieder tradition of Wolf, as is demonstrated by the fact tliat 

he set 17 of the Italienisches Liederbuch which had not been set by Wolf.'" 

He also chose Japanese and Chinese traditional verse as well as French 

poems by Verlaine, de Musset, and Giraud and German texts by 

Eichendorff, Morike, Goethe, Heine, and Riickert. He even composed a 

setting of a translation of a poem by Walt Wliitman; ironically the text is 

titled "Jugend und Alter" (translated youth and age) reflecting conflict 

between the younger and older artists of the secession. 

Marx's use of prosody is reflective of the Lieder tradition established 

by Wolf and other Austrian contemporaries. He is careflil about prosody 

although not as systematic about declamation as Hugo Wolf. Marx is less 

conemed about prosody than Wolf, rather, he is more concerned with the 

underlying hannony and notes which he wishes to emphasize at tlie plirase 

climax. He also gives a great deal of attention to maintaining an almost 

'"Carner, 741. 
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Italianate feel for lyricism in both vocal lines and inner voices. 

A strong response to poetry along witli a fine melodic gift are among 

Marx's assets as a song composer. One fi-equently finds tliat tlie first line 

of the poem is captured in the accompaniment pattern of a Marx song, just 

as you might find in a song by Schumann or Schubert. The accompani

ment figures in Marx are affected by the Jugendstil's softened reality; the 

splashing sounds of water, for example, were not imitated, rather the ac

companiment would posses an undulating melody to suggest the water. 

Marx's response to poetry causes him to create moods of a gentle mstling, 

not the vigorous pictorial depictions of Schubert or Schumann. A Marx 

forest and stream are recognizable but softened like a painting in the 

Jugendstil by KJimt. Vocal lines in Marx's music are largely diatonic, as 

the human figures are recognizable in paintings by Klimt. The fi-enetic 

movement of the Jugendstil and late Romantic style is seen in the fonn of 

linear and hannonic instability. 
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PEDAGOGICAL USE 

Post-Wagnerian Expectations for Operatic Voices 

Just as tlie number and color of instruments in the orchestra changed 

over the course of the nineteenth century, so did tlie desired quahty for 

operatic voices. Vocal timbre was important as a means of deep expres

sion to tlie late Romantic composer." Tne heiglit of enthusiasm for the 

Lied converged with the influence of tlie color of Wagnerian voices so tliat 

the preferred vocal quality came to be a dark timbre. Friedrich Scimiitt, a 

voice teacher who helped establish a German school of vocal teclmique, 

developed the idea of maintaining a low larynx even into the high range of 

tlie voice. This laryngeal positioning produced the dark shading of the 

voice while still allowing for the maximum projection of tone and text.'-

The low larynx is favorable for a number of reasons in developing an 

operatic voice. It is one of tlie conditions necessary for developing the 

singer's foniiant or the ring found in the voice at 2300 to 3000 hertz wliich 

is necessary for a voice to carry over an orchestra. The elevation of the 

larynx involves some of tlie muscles of articulation, which does not allow 

maximum clarity of pronunciation. For example the superior part of the 

"Kravitz, 184. 

'-Jancik, Hans, Die Miisik in Geschichte und Gegenwari, vol. 11, ed. Friedrich Blume 
(Kassel. Barenreiter, 1963) 1875. 
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middle constrictor muscle which originates at the hyoid and inserts at the 

rapher of tlie pharynx is active in elevating the larynx. Pharyngeal widtli 

decreases when this muscle is involved in raising the larynx, causing vow

els which require the width of the larynx [i] and [e] to be pinched. The 

elevated larynx modifies tlie formant fi-equencies of some vowels as well 

as articulatory variability for the singer.'^ Tlie higli larynx is associated 

witli pressed phonation and muscle tension in the voice, while the low 

larynx is associated with "flow phonation" and general relaxation of tlie 

voice organ. Tlie relaxation and stamina it takes to sing an operatic role, 

requires that the singer have tlie articulation and relaxation available to 

them of tlie low larynx.'"^ Because Marx wrote songs which required the 

rich vocal quality of the lowered larynx, liis songs are useful in training 

singers to produce this sound wliile maintaining tlie low laryngeal position. 

'^Sundberg. Jchan, The Science of the Singing Voice (Dekalb; Northern Illinois Press, 
1987) 133. 

'"Sundberg, 132. 
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PEDAGOGICAL USE 

Using Marx Lieder to Help Establish and Maintain Operatic Technique 

The thick, orchestrally conceived accompaniments and low tessituras in 

Marx songs require a voice witli a dark operatic hue. These features of 

Marx's song composition make this literature particularly effective in the 

training of young singers for the operatic stage (in this context, young 

meaning at least graduate level singers). The songs of Mahler, Strauss, 

and Komgold are also used to this end, having accompaniments and vocal 

writing similar to Marx's songs. Marx songs are useflil for helping the 

Wagnerian lyric soprano and the Puccini soprano understand how to sus

tain the middle and low register over an orchestra or orchestrally con

ceived piano accompaniment. It is then just one more step for the singer to 

be able to projcct tlirough the orchestra. The use of portamento in Italian 

composers of the verismo is expected, but it is rare to find portamento in 

Gennan music except in tlie songs of Marx and his contemporaries. The 

spinning pianissimo found in Puccini's music, such as in Liu's aria ''Si-

gnore ascolta" from Tiirandot, is often employed in Marx songs as is the 

ability to sing flill-tliroated higli notes. The songs of Strauss require the 

singer to ascend tlirougli tlie passaggio while cliromatic tension propels the 

singer step by step up to the high voice. Marx songs require the singer to 



leap a 6tli or an octave to the high voice or to initiate the onset of the voice 

in tlie high register with no preparatory notes. The wide jagged leaps 

found in much of the operatic literature in the late-nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries can be practiced in Marx songs, wliile earlier composers took 

care to avoid die leaps as being too difficult for singers, or as simply not 

expressive of tlie earlier aesthetic. An excellent example of the use of 

wide intervals which is representative of expressionism in music is found 

in the song "Waldseligkeit," where the descending interval of an octave is 

used on tlie word "eigen." This example is even more striking when you 

consider that within two measures the singer covers an octave and a third, 

a wide leap even for opera and unlieard of in the art song before this pe

riod. 

bin ich ffanz mem ei -

Figure 1, Waldseligkeit. 

Like many lines in the operatic arias of this period Marx Lieder tend to 

contain several arches ascending higher and higher until the most dramatic 
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climax, and then quickly descending. This Marx example, followed by an 

exerpt from die WalkiXre by Richard Wagner demonstrates this point. 
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Figure 2, Der bescheidene Schdfer. 

+ p 

Figure 3, die Walkiire. 

Wliile it is true tliat the use of wide intervals is found in the Lieder of 

Marx's contemporaries, these techniques are not used as consistently or 

dramatically as in Marx's songs. The challenges presented in registration 

from singing wide leaps and arcliing plirases can be practiced in Marx's 

literature in a two or tliree page song, thus giving the singer -he ability to 



perform these challenges before going on to the extended operatic litera

ture. 

Tlie fact that Marx takes great care in the placement of the most effi

cient and comfortable vowels on the highest pitches of his songs helps 

singers to learn to perform the soaring high notes they need for tlie operatic 

literature. Berton Coffin, in his book The Sounds of Singing, says that the 

preferred vowel on the pitch A5 is tlie vowel [a]. Of the nine songs studied 

in this paper, six use higli sustained notes and Marx sets the [a] on four of 

these notes. Tlie other two songs which use the higli sustained voice use 

less-comfortable vowels. "Und gestem hat er mir Rosen gebracht" uses an 

[I] vowel at the A5, a much more difficult vowel than tlie [a], and 

"Errinerung" uses an [o] vowel at the G#5, wliich is no m.ore comfortable. 

The singer can choose the songs with the more comfortable vowels to learn 

first, then move on to the more challenging pieces. 

Figure 4, Und gesteni hat er mir Rosen gebracht. (Continued on next page) 
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6 

molto acccL 

Figure 4, Und gestern hat er mir Rosen gebracht. (Continued from last page) 

Figure 5, Errincnmg. 



ARTISTIC MERIT 

In the developing stages of a young artist's career, pedagogical use as 

well as artistic merit are considerations in tlie choice of repertoire. With

out artistic merit, no one would choose to program tliis literature. The 

artistic merit of Marx's textual and musical handling of the poetry, and the 

pedagogical use of the songs is revealed when one examines individual 

songs. 

The intimate two page song "Bitte" seems to be quite straiglit forward 

and seemingly does not draw from the text for the accompaniment. How

ever, the relationsliip between the text and accompaniment is actually more 

complex tlian in some of Marx's songs. 

BITTE 
(Plea) Hennann Hesse 
English translation by Gary Arvin 

Wlien you give me your hand, 
which says so unspeakably much, 
have I ever asked you then, if you love me? 
I do not want you to love me. 
1 only want to know that you are with me 
and that you will sometimes silently and gently 
give me your hand. 

The melody, supported by the gently rocking accompaniment, arches 

into the high voice at important words. Frequent modulations occur in this 
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short two page piece, but the new keys are not firmly established, as is 

typical of the harmonic instability found in the musical Jugendstil. Tonic 

is finally reestablished with a perfect authentic cadence at the most important 

word of the song, the word "hand." The perfect len^^ of the simple two bar 

introduction is a bit over balanced with a somewhat too long postlude, a 

problem sometimes found in Marx songs. 

ma.nch Sbumm und 
stcigernd 

I • P ii 1 = 

Figure 6, Bitie. 

"Bitte" is a good choice of song for the singer with a rich and heavy 

middle voice and relatively low registration events. Tlie singer is required 

to sing a fine legato through tlie passaggio (A4 to D5 ) on an [u] vowel at 

only the second note of the song. The [u] vowel is a thinner or lighter 

vowel which helps to round out the overly briglit sound found at tlie end of 

the register. Anotlier [u] vowel even higlier in the passaggio on an E5 (on 

the word ''ungesagtes," which translates "unspeakably") has the same 

effect. An [i] on the word liebst at an F#5 is challenging. Coffin says tliat 
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tlie preferred vowel at tliis range is the [a]. The vocal line helps to over

come tliis difficulty because it rises to the passaggio but then descends into 

the middle voice to allow tlie singer to rest. The higli mezzo-soprano, 

dramatic soprano, or spinto soprano would find this song useful in helping 

them to secure an even registration. 

The accompaniment to tlie lyrical song "Der bescheidene Sch^er" (the 

shy shepherd) announces right away that there will be a twist to this story 

thus keeping the listener waiting for tlie punch line. This is seemingly a 

sweet song about love until we discover that there is a twist; the shepherd 

confesses his love, but when left alone with his young lady stares at his hat 

and mns for cover. In the meantime, the young woman rhapsodizes about 

her shy shepherd. 

DER BESCHEIDENE SCHAFER 
(The Shy Shepherd) Ch. Weisse 
English translation by Gary Arvin 

My shepherd. All! he is shy! 
He loves me, tenderly he loves me; 
the epitome of his joy, he 5:ays often is only me. 
Yet he remains always shy. 
Recently, mother left us all alone. 
Wliat do you think, was it all over? 
There he stood stiff like a statue, looked at his hat and wanted to go! 
And, Oh! we were all alone!! 
My shepherd. All! he is shy! 
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The melodic shape in this song is a set of three surges on the crucial 

words "liebst" (loves), "InnbegrifF' (epitome), and finally the strongest 

surge at tlie climax of the piece on the text "ganz allein" (completely 

alone). The accompaniment supports the voice, but is not heavy. The 

tess'tiira and placement of vowels makes this delightful song suitable for a 

fiill lyric soprano, such as miglit eventually sing Liii or Mimi. The place

ment of tlie word "liebst" with tlie [i] vowel on tlie E5 makes tliis tessitura 

too higli for voices with heavy middle registers, and the [a] vowel on the 

climactic notes (D5, F#5, and then A5 ) make this song ideal for the full 

lyric soprano. The plirases in tliis piece set a pattern of arcliing and return

ing to the middle, as does the following operatic example from the 

verismo. 

moUo nt. 

ginz a.1 - lein, ganz— al- - -lei - ne! 
^a tenepo 

f; I I 

Figure 7, Der hescheidene Schdfer. 
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Andante molto sostenuto 
(She ) con moHo anima 

pri - mo 80- le e 
when the snow is 

qn&n - do viea lo age 
when the snow is thaw 

ma 
But but ing', 

(38) ipp crtsc. poeo a poco 

poco allarg. ^ eon grande espansione 

mi 
thaw spring^ first ca-ress be-Iongs to me, 

A 

Figure 8, Mimi's Aria "57. mi chiamano Mimi", from La Boheme, Puccini. 

In "Waldseligkeit," or "forest bliss," the text "the forest begins to 

mstle" is captured with the romantic teclmique of text painting in the six

teenth-note triplet accompanimental motive representing the wind msthng 

leaves in figure 9. 

WALDSELIGKEIT 
(Forest Bliss) Richard Delimel 
English translation by Gary Arvin 

The forest begins to mstle. 
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the night descends upon the trees; 
as if they bHssfully Hsten and gently touch each other. 
And under tlieir branches, there I am completely alone, 
tliere I am completely myself, 
yet completely yours. 

Flieflend. {nicht sckleppend) 

pa 

S 
strmle 

p , cresc. 

Figure 9, Waldseligkeit. 

The motive only stops for one beat on a quarter note while the voice 

has a flill-tiiroated A5 witli a tenuto over it. Singing the A5 m this song 

would help develop the ability for a soprano to sing the sustained A5's one 

often finds in Puccini. For instance, in Mimi's aria "Si, mi chiamano 

Mimi," at the text "di Primavera" the soprano has a sustained A5. The 

approach to the A5 from die minor tliird below makes tlie A5 easier to sing 

than the A5 which is approached by the leap of an octave in 

"Waldseligkeit." It would be beneficial for the soprano to master the 

octave leap to the A5, so tliat she would have great facility in the relatively 

easier approach to the A5's in Mimi's arias (see figure 9). A melody in the 

left hand of the piano used along with the rustling motive is left off when 
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the voice enters and is never used in the vocal part. 
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Figure 10, Waldseligkeit. 

In the passionate song "Hat dich die Liebe beriirht" (if love has touched 

you) we find a text where tlie speaker has overcome the first passionate 

flush of love and moved into a phase where love has ennobled the lover. 

HAT DICH DIE LIEBE BERUHRT 
(If Love has Touched You) Paul Heyse 
English translation by Gary Arvin 

If love has touched you, 
go quietly around the noisy crowds; 
in golden clouds safely by God guided. 
As if lost let your glances wander 
allowing others to cany their own joy, 
you carry only one desire. 
Express tlie ecstasy timidly which you wish in vain to deny, 
that now the crown of life radiantly adorns your brow. 

The song is tlirough-composed altliougli some of the opening melody 

repeats on the second page. Inner voices in the accompaniment provide 



ornamentation. At the chmax of tlie text which says, "tlie crown of life 

radiantly adorns your brow," the increasing accompaniment activity and 

the ciiromaticism give the effect of decoration like the burnished gold 

applied to Klimt's golden period paintings. 

h'tway rascher tcirder tangzamer a6er sf^ena 

mdch - test du leugf - nen ver - ge die KPO daD nun 

mat'cato 

. bens, strah 

Jj iegato 

schmuckt, strah Stirri 

iJ 

m poco tit cresc. 
'if legato 

Figure 11, Hat dich die Liebe benihrt. 



The vocal writing in this song is like the writing of late-nineteenth and 

early-twentieth-century opera composers for the spinto or the dramatic 

soprano voice. Tlie tessitura teaches the young singer to sing a flawless 

legato in the middle voice, a perfect fifth from E4 to B4. Tlie word "still" 

on a C5 approaches a register shift but quickly returns to the middle voice. 

At the F5 the vowel [E] on the text "larmenden" presents a challenge to 

maintain the evenness of the vocal line tlirough tliis register shift. After 

this difficult spot the singer has to end the plirase while still in the passag-

gio. The climax notes on G5 and Bh5 are set with the most desirable vowels 

according to Coffin (the [a] vowels). The young singer who might eventually 

sing Puccini's Tosca or Strauss's Ariadne would benefit from leaming this song. 

<rr<px. CT0//0 

i 
Si _ &nor, 
Tell me - why.' 

per_che 
my Lord, 

J moHo allarg'. 
3 

cres. molto 

Figure 12, Vissi d'Arte fi"om Tosca. 
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The chromatic accompaniment, capped by a soaring operatic vocal line, 

makes tliis a most effective song by Marx as is evident by the choice of 

most Marx interpreters to include tliis song in their repertoire. 

In the song "Errinerung," which translates as "remembrance," we see 

how Marx responds tc the poetry of a previous generation. With the first 

line "I hear tlie little stream rustle in tlie forest here and there" tlie flowing 

accompaniment captures tlie gentle murmuring of the stream. 

ERRINERUNG 
(Remembrance) J. V. Eichendorff 
English translation by Deanna Murray 

I hear the stream rustle in the forest here and there, 
in the forest in the rustling I don't know where I am. 
The Niglitingale calls here in the solitude, 
as if what he says is from the old beautiful times. 
The shimmering moonlight flies as if I see it (the castle) under me, 
the castle in the valley lies and is very far from here; 
as if in the garden it must be veiy full of roses white and red, 
where the beloved waits for me and is already long dead. 

The text of this song is typical of tlie Romantic period employing im

ages such as the castle (representative of a min), the moonlight, the con

sciousness of tlie soul in tlie air, and at last the beloved buried in the gar

den below (symbolic of nature). This delicate, luminescent song could be 

perfonned by a flill lyric soprano. The effect of this song with its text by 

Eichendorff is similar to a setting from Schumann's Eichendorff Liederkreis. 



Marx's setting of "Errinemng," however, contains a fault sometimes found in 

Marx's accompaniments; he does not achieve the perfect balance in the 

prelude, interlude, and postlude that one would find in a Schumann song. 

The Marx prelude, interlude, and postlude can be extremely long without any 

obvious harmonic or expressive need for the length. 

/"-T J ^ 
po'piu 

^ a temfo (eCivas bci 
mosso 
wegter) 

po' a po' piit moss 
nach und nach be n et 

j .  
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Figure 13, Eninenmg. 

The pedagogical challenge of tliis song is that it requires the singers to 

sustain an exposed long, delicate line. The tessitura is not prohibitive for 

heavier voices, but the singer must be able to balance soft dynamics 

throughout the registers while producing perfectly balanced vowels with a 

beautifiil sound. The medium tessitura makes the technical challenges 

easier than if the tessitura were higher. At the end of the song, however, a 

G5 which is at the end of a register for the soprano and consequently 
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brighter, must be sung piano and maintain the warmth of the earlier part of 

the song. This difficult challenge is somewhat mitigated by the fact that 

the [a] vowel is the sound used from the word "warten" (see figure 14). 

Perfectly controlled breath is required for the exposed nature of the song as 

well as for the long lines. 

voll der Licb-stc auf micli Ro Oar - ten 
J. je. 

cresc. 

ur.d ist schon Ian - ge 

a. leinpo(laJ^samer) 

ten unrl tot 

yoco ritV\ 

war 

Figure 14, Errmenmg. 

"Valse de Chopin" is fi"om the Pierrot Lunaire poems, a text translated 

and shaped by Hartleben from a French text by Giraud. 

VALSE DE CHOPIN 
(Waltz in the style of Chopin) Albert Giraud 
Gennan translation by Hartleben 
English translation by Gary Arvin 

Like a pale drop of blood covers the lips of an ill person, 



so rests on these sounds a destructive attraction. 
Savage desire, chords sounding of the despairing cold dream. 
Like a pale drop of blood colors the lips of an ill person. 
Hot and shouting with joy, sweet and frail 
the melancholy gloomy Waliz comes to me out of the senses; 
imprisons me in my thoughts, like a pale drop of blood. 

This is one of Marx's most effective and often performed songs al-

thougli it is not really typical of his style. For instance, the uneven phrase 

lengths are not common to Marx. Marx set four of these poems tliree years 

before Schoenberg's landmark piece Pierrot Lunairc in the atonal style. 

The unusual style can be attributed to Marx's response to this bizarre text. 

He seldom picks a text which is as starkly representative of expressionism 

as this. The "Waltz in the St>'le of Chopin" is like a remembered waltz 

coming from a music box in a feverish dream. Tlie only tiling about this 

song that is really in the style of Chopin is the virtuosic effect of octaves in 

the right hand which are somewhat out of focus because of the uneven 

plirases. The rhytlim of half-note and quarter-note, (see accompniment 

riglit-hand pattern in figure 15) along with the use of three motives unify 

this song.'^ 

'"Kimball, Carol, SOjVG; A Guide to Style and Literature {SQa.\X\e'. PST...Inc, 1996), 145. 
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. Phantastisch und rait Leiclcnschaft. 

i 
free in deliver}/ 
tnil frcieTn. Vortrug 

5^ 
f=f —r=T-

r 
r-r 
scmprc cresc. . 

-hWri \ 1^ 

jcppassio-nato 

-i, V 
i r 

Figure 15, d/e Chopin. 

A concrete meaning of the text of "Valse de Chopin" is difficult to 

discern, but the effect is to give one the feeling that the speaker has been 

involved in a Ufe of debauchery. Drops of blood are accented in 8th notes. 

drojf of blood. 

Bluts. 
a tempo 

r r 

Figure 16, Valse de Chopin 

Density of the accompaniment, low tessitura, and liigh pianissimos 

makes this compelling song most suitable for the kind of voice tliat would 

eventually sing the Marschallin in Rosenkavalier. 
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Andante. 
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•pp espr. 
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P ' _P 
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he'll find, Ifi - (Ain it the sil - tier rose 'Tfs e-nougii, tAeCounttoillJniOW. 
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i i 

dim. \PP 
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Figure 17, Marschallin. 

"Und gestem hat er mir Rosen gebracht" (and yesterday he brought me 

roses) is tlirough-composed with a tiineflil triadic melodic outline. 

ACH GESTERN HAT ER MIR ROSEN GEBRACHT 
(And Yesterday He Brought Me Roses) Tli. Lingen 
English translation Gary Arvin 

Oh yesterday he brought me roses 
and they have given off a scent the whole night 
wooing me for him, like a dream in tlie niglit. 
And today I wander and smile 
silently carrying his roses around with me 
and I wait and listen 
and as I go to the door my heart trembles; 
Oh if he would only come to me 
and kiss the roses that he gave to me! 
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But I go and seek tiie dream of last niglit! 

Tlie textual line "so trembles my heart, ah if he would only come to me" 

is captured in a dotted eight to dotted sixteenth rhythm of the trembling heart. 

.. ZiemLich rasch, doch niclit eileii 

4 
Arh 

mp 
f fj 

-r r 

Jjnr-o rl(. 

-r. -. -

Figure 18, iind gestem hat er mir Rosen gebracht. 

This motive unifies this piece and only stops when the hopeful lover 

gives up on the impending arrival of the love interest. The Hght rhytlimic 

nature of the accompaniment makes this one of the rare Marx songs suit

able for the leggiera soprano. The arching chmax of the piece, ''ach, kam 

er zu mir," is one of the most exciting moments in song literature. 
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Figure 19, Unci gestern hat er mir Rosen gebracht. (Continued on next page) 
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Figure 19, Undgestern hat er mir Rosen gebmcht. (Continued from last page) 

The first line of the poem of "Selige Nacht" (bhssfiil night) translates, 

"In the amis of the beloved I sleep blissfully and at the open window the 

rustling of the suinmer wind; beautiful scents are carried out into the 

moonlight." 

SELIGE NACHT 
(Blissful Niglit) Hartleben 
English translation Gary Arvin 

In the amis of the beloved we sleep blissflilly. 
At the open window mstles the summer wind 
and the air's aroma carries us out into the briglit moonlight. 
In the garden itself flill of rose scent wafting over our bed, 
gives us wonderflil dreams, 
dreams that mstle so riclily in longing. 

A gentle and dreamlike wind which represents the spirit of the sleeping 

lovers is captured motivically in the accompaniment pattern. 
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Leise bewegt cresc. 

i 
Im Arm. der Lie be 

sempre piano e legatissimo (ruhig fliepmd) 

% 
Figure 20, Selige Nacht. 

At the text "Sommer Wind" (summer wind) the accompaniment motive 

changes in shape and rhythm, which sounds like wind carrying swirling leaves. 

alfigcriiii 

i una uns* - flt tern - zit . i' 

I f q  a t  i.sshn o 3 ntpf cresc. 
I ij;r decresr. 

m 
Figure 21, Selige Nacht. 

In this song the singer must spin a pianissimo in the passaggio, only 

falling into the low register at the last notes of plirases. Marx gives tliis 

setting a soaring higli note at the climax on tlie word "Traume" (dreams). 

The wind-like motivic figure stops at the climax but immediately is re

sumed at the word "selmsucht" (longing). 

In the dramatic song "Der Ton" the accompaniment sounds like the crash

ing of waves against rocks. 
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DER TON 
(The Sound) Knut Hamsun 
English translation Deanna Murray 

There sings a deep sound in me so hard and like gold, so rich, 
I am a powerful lord, a king in a robe and a crown. 
The niglit rests quietly on the window-pane, 
then sings in me the golden sound tlirough my heart and mind. 
My thoughts winding in me from place to place 
out in the worlds bustling. 
It carries me to strange places where stars togetlier stand; 
it will my heart from happiness extinguish 
tlirougli long, broad chords. 

In the text which translates, "tliere rings deep within me a sound, so 

hard and like gold so rich" it is the word "hard" that Marx chose to empha

size in tliis song. The accompaniment arpeggiates two octaves, giving the 

effect of an overwhehning stream of music pouring out. 

• ' J' ' 
rcich, ich 

r 
~ 

Figure 22, Der Ton. 

The accompaniment activity stops at the text "tlirough long broad 

chords" to employ a typical device of the late Romantic period, tlie use of 

word painting in the accompaniment. The singer must project in the 
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middle range througli an extremely dense accompaniment. The range and 

tessitura of this piece would be suitable for the kind of voice who would 

find the title role to Ariadne auf Naxos a congenial match. 
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Figure 23, Es gibt ein Reich from Ariadne Auf Naxos, 
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EXPRESSIVE USE OF HARMONIC LANGUAGE 

A discussion of tlie artistic merit of the music of Joseph Marx would 

not be complete witliout a look at his unique use of chromatic harmony. 

The songs are replete with interesting and highly colorflil harmonies. In 

many songs clearly stated triads are the exception. Added note chords, 

extended tertian sonorities, and even polychords appear witli some regular

ity in Marx's songs. These harmonies, however, aren't used with the same 

freedom as those used by Marx's contemporary Debussy. With Debussy 

such harmonies exist on their own as complete structures, or blocks of 

sound. Marx's hamionies are better understood as simultaneities, their 

derivation resulting from the vertical alignment of individual lines. There 

exists in Marx's music simple, clearly stated functional progressions. 

These hannonies and harmonic progressions are blurred sliglitly, through 

various means. The individual lines frequently contain nonchord tones 

creating hannonic color. Unlike Schoenberg's "emancipation of disso

nance," these nonchord tones, typically passing tones, appoggiaturas, 

neighboring tones, and suspensions, are handled traditionally, that is re

solved stepwise. Marx commonly gave more rhytlimic duration to the 

chord with the nonchord tones than to its resolution, emphasizing har

monic ambiguity. Nonchord tones are at times used in the bass line as 
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well, creating ambiguity in the harmonic underpinning. Another technique 

of Marx is to superimpose pitches of adjacent harmonies upon one another. 

For example, it is common to find pitches of the tonic, subdominant, or 

even dominant of the dominant harmony sounded against the root and fifth 

of the dominant chord in the bass register. Marx is no stranger to the 

harmonic vocabulary of the Romantic composers. Augmented triads, 

cominon-tone diminished chords, and augmented sixtli chords are used 

witli regularit>', botli fiinctionally and coloristically. As stated before, 

witliin a harmonically ambiguous texture clarity is achieved in tlie vocal 

writing which is largely diatonic, emphasizing pitches of the functional 

triads. 

Marx's use of harmonic progression and key movement is also an 

extension of the tendencies of tlie late Romantic composers. Frequent 

modulations to distantly related keys highliglit dramatic moments in the 

text and create a sense of unrest. Transitory changes of key are found in 

Marx's songs. In "Der Ton" for example, sudden sliifts to remote key 

areas happen as frequently as every tvvo measures. These keys are left 

quickly without fully establishing tonic. Tlie chord at the arrival of a new 

key is frequently the chord, again providing hamionic instability. 

By far the most common key relationsliips found in Marx's songs is the 

cliromatic mediant relationship, a favorite of late-romantic composers. 
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Such relationsliips, coupled with abundant use of enharmonicism (espe

cially tliose involving a tonic chord changing to a dominant seventh qual

ity, becoming enharmonically equivalent to the German augmented sixth 

chord in a key a third higlier) create subtle yet sudden shifts to distantly 

related keys and blurring the lines of tonal clarity. 
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THE JUGENDSTIL'S INFLUENCE ON PERFORMANCE 

PROCEDURES 

Part of the artistic success of Marx's songs depends on tlie intense 

appHcation of the late Romantic style. Late Romantics were extremist in 

expressive performance procedures as is demonstrated by this statement of 

an artist of the decadent movement who said tliat "I cry for madder music 

and stronger wine."'^ Late Romantic composers such as Marx also desired 

expressive traits that were stronger and madder and resisted the lure of 

atonality by seeking the most extreme expressive means. Tempi were 

deemed flexible so as to be freed from the tyranny of the bar line.'' Indeed 

Marx is quoted as saying "every mood has its own tempo/' which helps to 

explain why so many tempo changes occur in tliis style. Marx is said to 

have aimed at an "excitation of feeling that surpassed many."'*' All of the 

songs on poems by contemporary poets use an overabundance of mark

ings. He frequently writes his instructions in both Gernian and Italian 

while in other examples (often in the same song) uses only one language. 

This problem may be attributed to inconsistency in publishing standards in 

the post World War II era rather than in lack of attention to detail by Marx. 

'"Kravitz, 7L 

'^Kravitz, 180. 

""Kravitz, 187. 
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Iwas langsamer uad schwer. 
'4o iiu lento. \ K K 

Das langsamer werde7> 

mich zu frcm - - den Bor - - den trigt wo 

fcresc. 

Figure 24, Der Ton. 

He often writes instructions in words, and then also uses symbols such 

as the > symbol to indicate stress. It can be puzzling to the perfonners to 

attempt to decipher the composer's intentions when a segment is marked 

continuously loud with stresses and crescendo markings even tliougii the 

perfonners are already at top volume, or slow so many tiines as to cause 

the music to ahnost stop. An extreme example is found in the song "Im 

Maien" where within eight measures tlie perfonners are required to mn the 

gainut of dvnamic markings, from^to ppp and everything in between.'^ 

'•^Kravitz, 187, 
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Figure 25, Im Mai en. 

Tiie expressive use of accompaniment is one of the particularly attrac

tive elements in Marx's composition. Pianists are attracted to tliis reper

toire because tlie piano is always of utmost importance, first of all by 

virtue of accompanimental ricliness and variety, but also because of the 

challenging nature of the accompaniments. As previously mentioned the 
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songs often have long piano preludes, interludes, and postludes. The piano is 

so important that at times it seems more important than the voice. Songs like 

"Valse de Chopin," "Im Maien," "Nocturne," and "Septembermorgen" are 

ahnost like piano pieces with voice accompaniment. To the late romantic, pure 

music could convey more than text so the composers were often overtaken 

with the need to express themselves in the accompaniment without the bounds 

of text. 

As the Jugend believed that art permeated life, every aspect of a perfor

mance was used for expressive means, such as the singer's gown, her hair, the 

setting in the room, the program, the decoration on the front of the score, and 

the choice of music, would be affected by Jugendstil traits. A concert given by 

Magda and Henri Franz was reviewed, "Frau Magda projected a strong image 

of Jugendstil with her hair styled a la Botticelli and the slim pre-Raphaelite line 

of her gown."-" This idea of allowing all elements of a perfonnance to be 

included in the design came from Wagner's ideal of the Gesamtkunstwerk and 

it was found everywhere in the Jugendstil; even sheet music, music books, and 

programs were decorated with visual Jugendstil. Berg was quoted as saying to 

Webem, "Schoenberg was very pleased with my title pages in the soft plant

like style of the Art Nouveau (or Jugendstil) of 1900."-' 

-"Kravitz, 167. 

-'Kravitz, 167. 



Gradually, because of a lack of interest, all but a slim volume of 20 

songs were taken out of publication. Because of the artistic merit of 

Mare's songs, along witli the high quality of the texts, operatic artists such 

as Leontyne Price, Anna Sofie von Otter, and Renee Fleming among others 

began to program and record them. Many of the less-often-performed 

songs of Marx could be used in song groupings which are unified by a 

single characteristic such as subject or poet (see appendix). Recently, 

public demand caused the Hal Leonard Publishing Company to publish two 

new volumes of 36 Marx songs. 

Pedagogical use and artistic merit come togetlier in the song recital. 

Singers can acquire vocal teclinique from tlie repeated practice it takes to 

prepare a set of songs for a recital. The Lieder of Joseph Marx are ideal 

for the development of vocal teclinique and stylistic awareness in young 

singers in preparation for the performance of late-nineteenth-century oper

atic roles. Tliis rich repertoire of relatively unfamiliar songs is clearly 

deserving of flirther exploration by singers and teachers. 



APPENDIX: PROGRAMING IDEAS 

From the Pierrot Limaire texts; 
Kolumbine 
Der Violine 
Valse de Chopin 

A nice grouping could be arranged from the Italienisches Liederbuch 
texts by Heyse which Marx set. 

Changing Seasons: 
Maienbluten 
Septembermorgen 
Nocturne 
Herbstzeitlose 
An einen Herbstvvald 
Lob des Friihling 
Sommerlied 

Songs of Devotion; 
Sankta Maria 
Marieniied 
Gebet 
Nachgebet 

Landscapes; 
Windrader 
Japanisches Regenlied 
Regen 

Songs of Youth and Farewell 
Jugend und Alter 
Wander's Nacthed 
Errinerung 
Die Verlassene 
Oh SiiCer Tod 
Schlafend tragt mir ein 
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Songs about Love; 
Frage und Antwort 
Bitte 
Selige Nacht 
Hat dich die Liebe beriirt 
Ach gestem hat er mir Rosen gebracht 

Marx Lieder combines nicely with the songs of other composers: 

For example "Die Elfe" by Marx could go with "Elfenlied" by Hugo 
Wolf and "Elfenlied by Charles Griffes. 

Combinations with Strauss are particularly effective from a stylistic 
point of view. 
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